
Raptors 3.0 - True Wireless IPX6 Sports Earphones with ENC
Microphone
SKU: TESPRAP3BTTWSK

Free music and calls, excellent stability and water resistance for sports lovers

THE RAPTORS SPORTS EARBUDS BUYING GUIDE 3.0: IDEAL TRAINING COMPANIONS

The TWS Raptors 3.0 earphones  are the perfect solution for sports and music lovers With True Wireless Stereo technology, you
can enjoy wireless freedom of movement while listening to your favourite music and handling calls conveniently and intuitively.
Thanks to their special rain resistance they are ideal for people who spend long hours outdoors, such as cyclists and runners.

TRUE WIRELESS STEREO: PAIR THE HEADSETS TOGETHER

TWS technology, which stands for True Wireless Stereo, characterises these Raptors 3.0 earphones. As soon as you take the two
headsets out of the charging cradle, they automatically pair with each other . The first time you use them, simply connect
them to your smartphone and start using them during your workouts.

MICROPHONE WITH ENC TECHNOLOGY FOR CLEAR, CRISP CALLS

Raptors 3.0 earphones are equipped with an  ENC (Environmental Noise Cancellation) microphone . This technology filters
out ambient noise: even when you're exercising outdoors or in noisy environments, the person you're talking to >will hear
your voice clearly and without background noise .

IPX6 WATER RESISTANCE: HEAVY RAIN IS NO PROBLEM

With IPX6certification, these earphones are resistant to downpours and sweat, making them the perfect accessory for your
outdoor sports activities You won't have to worry about damage in heavy rain.



TOUCH CONTROLS AND VOICE ASSISTANT TO EASILY MANAGE MUSIC AND CALLS

Manage your music and calls with a simple touch of the earphones. The multi-functional touch controls  allow you to control
your actions smoothly and effortlessly. You an also quickly access your voice assistant: these wireless earphones allow you to
control your device and get information without having to interrupt your workout.

LIGHTWEIGHT, COMFORTABLE AND STABLE

With a semi in-ear design and soft silicone headbands  that do not irritate the skin, the Raptors 3.0 earphones offer a secure
and and comfortable fit for any type of sports activity, both indoors and outdoors.

EASY CHARGING WITH THE INCLUDED CHARGING PAD

The 600 mAh charging cradle allows you to store and power the earphones. On a full charge, the True Wireless headphones will
have an autonomy of 7 consecutive hours. To power up the header by using a charging source, you can use the cable with
USB-A USB-C connectors included in the package.

KEY FEATURES:

Wireless V 5.0 technology for automatic pairing with the device
ENC microphone for noise-free calls
IPX6 certification for water and sweat resistance
Multifunctional touch controls for managing music and calls
Integrated voice assistant for quick access to information
Soft silicone headband design for maximum stability

INCLUDES:

Raptors 3.0 True Wireless Sports Earphones with ENC Microphone
600 mAh charging stand
Charging cable with USB-A and USB-C connectors
Instruction manual



Raptors 3.0 - True Wireless IPX6 Sports Earphones with ENC Microphone
SKU: TESPRAP3BTTWSK

Technical data
Standby time: 100 hours  
Talking time: Up to 7 hours  
Recharging time: 1 hour  
Listening to music: [TEEARBT780BTK]  
Battery: 60 mAh Lithium-poly  
Buttons: Multifunction, Touch  
Microphone: Environmental Noise Cancellation (ENC), Integrated  
Finishing/Feature: Waterproof IPX 6  
Included accessories: Charging cable, Charging cradle  
Sound mode (mono/stereo): Stereo  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417447853  
SKU: TESPRAP3BTTWSK  
Weight: 50 g  
Charging base capacity: 600 mAh  
Number of connections: 1  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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